
 

 
                  

900 Highland Corporate Drive, Suite 101 
CUMBERLAND, RI  02864   

PHONE:  401-333-3880  
FAX: 401-333-3881  

 

September 15, 2021 
 
Current job opening: Manufacturing Engineer 
Location: Cumberland, RI  
Contacts: Monique Watson: m.watson@neurotechusa.com 
        Crystal Cortellessa: c.cortellessa@neurotechusa.com 
 
Neurotech Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (www.neurotechpharmaceuticals.com) in collaboration with the Lowy 
Medical Research Institute (www.lmri.net) is a drug discovery through translational, early and late stage 
clinical development organization developing novel combination therapeutics for degenerative eye 
diseases. The Manufacturing Engineer will play a vital role in preparing manufacturing process systems 
supporting commercial approval of our clinical Phase III therapeutic product.  The Manufacturing 
Engineer will be an independent thinker to monitor and troubleshoot critical processes and regularly 
draft and revise documents such as Batch Records, SOPs, and technical reports such as deviations, 
CAPAs, Change Controls.  In addition, the Manufacturing Engineer will lead continuous improvement 
initiatives post launch related to routine floor operations and manufacturing equipment. 
 
Essential Functions and Duties 
 

 Lead project(s) and cross functional teams from creation of tasks through execution and 
closure. 

 Create batch records and SOPs for newly defined processes. 
 Review and provide feedback on manufacturing equipment validation documents (URSs, 

FS, DS, Trace Matrix, IQ, OQ, PQ). 
 Perform basic to complex aseptic operations within ISO 5 environment using SOPs, BRs, 

good aseptic technique, and following good documentation practices. 
 Follow verbal and written procedures in operating production equipment and to 

monitor/perform process steps, while being able to identify subtle variances or escalating 
events that are non-routine in nature.  

 Perform in-process testing and other tasks as assigned that ensure sustainable right-first-time 
performance. 

 Perform batch reporting, process trending, and alarm remediation as required for automated 
processes. 

 Collaborate, communicate, and deliver on objectives successfully in a fast-paced, highly 
matrixed work environment. 

 Depending on experience: Participate in authoring, execution, and report completion of 
cGMP studies and become owner of CAPAs, Change Controls, and Quality Events.  

 
Education and Experience 
 

 Bachelor’s degree in Science or Engineering with a minimum of 3 years’ experience with 
aseptic upstream biologic production or aseptic fill/finish processes in a GMP environment. 

 
 
 



Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities  
 

 Experience with manufacturing automated systems through PLCs and HMIs and electronic 
batch reporting requirements. 

 Experience with monitoring and trending process parameters and processes. 
 Must have cGMP manufacturing experience with the ability to interpret and apply GMP 

knowledge 
 Must have technical understanding of adherent cell culture processes  
 Must be detail oriented with organization, communication, and planning skills 
 Must be proficient in Microsoft Office (Word, Outlook, Excel, PowerPoint) 
 Ability to demonstrate technical writing capability  
 Experience with troubleshooting skills on Manufacturing and lab equipment  
 Must possess a positive attitude and willingness to perform hands-on daily operations 
 Must be able to work independently day to day and lead a collaborative project team on 

occasion.  
 Experience with Quality Management System ownership a plus.  

 
 

 
 
 


